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Our invention relates to a new and improved 
method of locating bodies of radio-active mate 
rial, and an improved apparatus for this purpose. 
The main object of our invention is to facili 

tate the discovery of deposits of uranium ores. 
The uranium compound or compounds usually 

form only a small percentage of such deposits, 
usually about 1% byweight. 
The presentmethod of exploration is very slow 

and eXpensive. 
According to our method, a suitable ionization 

chamber is transported over the territory to be 
explored, preferably by means of an aircraft. 
This is of great advantage in exploring large 
863S, 
The annexedi drawing illustrates the ioniza 

tion chamber which we utilize. The invention is 
not limited to the details stated herein. 
Such ionization chamber A is of general cylin 

drical shape. Its axial length is 100 centimeters, 
or about 40 inches. Its diameter is 20 centime 
ters, or about eight inches. 
chamber A is made of alluminum, duralumin, or 
other suitable metal or alloy. As an example, 
this wall is maintained at a constant negative 
voltage of 600 volts. The base 2 of Said chamber 
has a bore, which is closed gas-tight by a plug 3, 
which is made of insulating material. Said plug 

The Wall of the 
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3 and said bore of base 2 are of frusto-conical 
shape. 
A conductive screen 4 is fixed to plug 3, oris 

otherwise held fixed in spaced relation from the 
interior surface of Walli and base 2. This screen 
4 defines an inner ionization chamber 5a. Said 
screen 4 is insulated from Wall land base 2. The 
wall ?i usually contains a small percentage of 
radio-active material as an impurity, and such 
radio-active material emitsalpha rays. It is de 
sired to preventsuch alpha rays from penetrating 
the inner ionization chamber 5a. The fixed 
spacing between screen 4 and the interior face of 
wall , therefore depends upon the pressure and 
composition of the gaseous filling. As an exam 
ple, if the gaseous filling is argon, under a pres 
sure above ten atmospheres, the spacing between 
screen 4 and the inner face of Wall I, includingits 
base 2, is about five millimeters. Hence the vol 
ume of the ionization chamber 5a which is en 
closed by screen 4, is substantially equal to the 
volume of ionization chamber A. In this exam 
ple, said volume V is substantially 2,000 cubic 
centimeters. If the pressure Pis 150 pounds per 
square inch, VPequals 300,000. 
The wall i may be made originally in two or 

more transverse sections, so that the screen 
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and plug 3 may be located relative to base 2, in 
final relation. The other section of wall i can 
then befixed to the section which is integral with 
base 2. A gas-tight Joint, such as a threaded 
joint, is formed between sections of Wall . 
Anaxial cylindrical electrode 5, whose diame 

ter is about two millimeters, fits gas-tight in an. 
axial bore of insulating plug 3. The chamber A 
is filled with a suitable gas, such as argon, under 
suitable pressure. This pressure may be thirty 
atmospheres, or about 440 lbs. per square inch. 
Said pressure may be as high as 100 atmospheres 
or even more. A frusto-conical conductive mem 
ber 6 islocated gas-tightina bore of plug3. 
Said member 6 is a guard ring, Which is main 

tained atzero potential by a Wire, Which is con 
nected to a metal frame of the aircraft, or is 
maintained at zero potential in anymanner. 
This guard ring 6 acts as a ground electrostatic 
shield for the respective adiacent part of the elec 
trode 5. It also prevents any leakage of charge 
orcurrent between the electrode 5 and the screen 
4, or between the Wall and electrode 5. The 
guard ring 6 may extend longitudinally inwardy 
and outwardly from the insulating plug 3. 
The screen 4 ismaintainedata fixed high volt 

age, which may be either positive ornegative. VVe 
prefer a negative voltage. The Screen 4 is con 
nected to the negative terminal of the Source of 
biasingpotential bywire 8. The positive terminal 
of the source of biasing, potential may be: 
grounded in the usual manner. As an example, 
the fixed or constant negative voltage of screen 4 
may be 800-1600 volts. When alpha rays are ra 
diated from wall , such alpha rays produce gase 
ousions in the space between screen 4 and Wall . 
The function of the charged Screen isto extract 
such ions, in order to prevent Such ions from en 
tering the inner ionization chamber 5a. It is Well 
known that the ionization of a gas produces posi 
tive and negative particles or ions. If a gas is 
thus ionized between two electrodes Which are at 
different respective potentials, the positive ions 
will move to the electrode oflower potential to be 
extracted, and the negative ions will move to the 
electrode of lower potential to be extracted. In 
this example, the wall is maintained at a fixed 
negative potential of minus 600 volts. This can 
be done in the usual manner, by connecting wall 
?to the negative terminal of a source of unidirec 
tional and constant voltage. The positive termi 
nal of said source may be grounded, asis custom 
ary in providing a biasing potential. In this ex 
ample, Wall is the anode and screen 4 is the 

I screen 4 and Wall i vere connected 
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by a wire, current would flow through said wire 
from wall i toscreen 4. Hence the negative ions 
which are formed by the alpha rays in the gas 
between screen 4 and wall f, will be extracted at 
wall f in this example, and the corresponding 
positive ions will be extracted at screen 4. Such 

i ions will be extracted, as long as there is a suit 
able difference of potential between screen 4 and 
wall . Thus, if screen 4 is at a positive poten 
tial and wall f is at a higher suitable positive po 
tential, the ions which are formed by the alpha 
rays between screen 4 and wall , will be extracted 
by said screen 4 and wall . 
Externay to chamber A, electrode 5 is con 

nected to wire 7, through a resistor 9, Whose re 
sistance is 4.100 ohms, namely, 40,000 megohms. 
This resistance may, for example, be within a 
range of 101o ohms and 1011 ohms. The free end 
O of electrode 5 is connected to any suitable di 

rect current amplifier. 
The wall I and the electrode 5 form a Small 

capacitance, whose capacity is about 25 micro 
microfarads, namely, 25.10º farads. If C desig 
nates the capacity of said capacitance, and R 
designates the resistance of resistor 9, then CR 
is the time constant of the circuit. In this ex 
ample CR equals one second. The time constant 
can be varied, but it preferably should not greatly 
exceed one second. In a capacitance-resistor cir 
cuit, the time constant is defined as being the 
number of seconds required to impress 63.2% of 
the full charge upon the capacitance, after a uni 
directional and constant voltage is applied to the 
capacitance-resistor circuit. In this example, the 
constant charging votage is 600 volts, because 
electrode 5 is maintained at zero potential, and 
Wall is maintained at a negative potential of 600 
volts. The charging current must flow through 
resistor 9, which is connected in series to the ca 
pacitance which is provided by electrode 5 and 
Wall . The electrode 5 and screen 4 provide an 
other capacitance, which is connected in series 
With resistor 9. 
This chamber A can be transported oVer the 

territory which is to be explored, in an aircraft, 
at a low altitude, which may be about 100 me 
ters, or about 330 feet, at a low horizontal or 
ground speed, which may be about 100 feet per 
second. 
When the chamber Ais at this altitude, it Will 

receive any gamma radiations from an area 
which has a radius of about 100 meters, namely, 
from an area of about 30,000 square meters, above 
Whose center Said chanaber Aislocated. 

If said area hasa deposit ofuranium ore, which 
is equivalent to one per cent of uranium Oxide 
by weight, and if the area of said deposit is at 
least 100 square meters, such deposit will be de 
tected by chamber A. The detecting apparatus 
Will indicate a maximum ionization current, 
when the chamber A is substantially above this 
deposit, making allowance for the time delay of 
response to ionization. As the aircraft ap 
proaches said deposit, the ionization current will 
increase. As the aircraft moves away from said 
deposit, the ionization current will decrease. 
In order to detect such a deposit, it need not 

be a continuous deposit. Such deposit may con 
sist of separate adiacent deposits. 
The gamma rays of Such a deposit will pene 

trate the atmosphere through said height of about 
100 meters, and Such gamma rays Will also pene 
trate Wall f and pass into the inner ionization 
chamber 5a which is defined by screen 4. 
There is always Some ionization in the ioniza 
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tion chamber 5a Which is defined by Screen , be 
cause of cosmic rays and otherpenetrating radia 
tions. 

In this example, a potential difference of 800 
volts is maintained between screen and elec 
trode 5, and screen 4 is negative relative to elec 
trode 5. When the gamma rays ionize the gas 
between electrode 5 and screen 4, an ionization 
current will fiow through the gas between them, 
so that the positive ions are extracted at screen 4 
and the negative ions are extracted at electrode 
5. This provides a detecting ionization current 
between the grounded pont of electrode 5, and 
the source of biasing voltage whose negative ter 
minal is connected through Wire 8 to screen 4. 
This detecting current will increase or decrease 
as the ionizing effect of the received gamma rays 
increases or decreases. In effect, the gamma 
rays vary the resistance of the circuit of the de 
tecting ionization current between electrode 5 and 
screen 4. When the aircraft approaches a source 
of gamma rays, the detecting current will in 
crease, and such detecting current will decrease 
as the aircraft moves away from the source of 
gamma rays. Due to the corresponding change 
in effective resistance of the gas between elec 
trode 5 and Screen 4, there Will be a variation in 
the potential of the point of electrode 5 Which is 
connected to resistor 9, With a corresponding Var 
iation in potential at point 0 of electrode 5. 

Hence, the ionization current, in this exam 
ple, will detect the presence of a commercial 
uranium ore deposit, in a belt Which extends lat 
erally 100 meters at each side of the course of 
the aircraft. The period of each indicating pulse 
of the ionization current, in which it rises to a 
maximum from a minimum value and in which it 
is reduced to said minimum value, depends upon 
the ground speed of the aircraft, allowance being 
alsomade forsaidtime constant, CR. 

If the aircraft is flown over the territory to be 
explored at the low ground speed of arout 100 
feet per second, the voltage of electrode 5 at point 
I0 Will thus be varied by an average uranium de 
posit of commercial value, during a respective de 
tection period of about three seconds. The de 
tecting variation in voltage of electrode 5 at point 
0 can be amplified by a conventional direct cur 

rent amplifier, whose current variation can be 
continuously recorded by conventional means, or 
transformed to an A. C. voltage and thus am 
plified by a conventional A. C. amplifier. Each 
detecting voltage pulse of electrode 5 at point 0 
thus producesa detecting current increase pulse, 
during a few seconds, in the output of the ampli 
fe. 

During each detecting pulse, the voltage of 
electrode 5 at point 10 passes through a maxi 
num. This variation in voltage can be used to 
produce an alternating current by conventonal 
means, and Such alternating current can be am 
plified and detected. Such voltage pulse can be 
separated into shorter pulses, by using a suitable interrupter orchopper. 
The altitude of the aircraft is suitably deter 

mined and recorded by using an altimeter, be 
cause the intensity of the gamma radiation which 
is received from the ground, depends on the alti 
tude of the aircraft. 

Hence, at the end of an exploration fight, each 
detecting current pulse or voltage pulse which is 
delivered by the amplifier will have been detected 
and recorded. A suitable record is simultaneous 
ly and continuously made of the explored terri 

75 tory, asby a continuous series of pictures, sothat 
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each detecting current pulse can be identified 
with the respective area of the explored territory. 
Aspreviously stated, the cosmic rays and stray 

radio-active rays will always produce some ioni 
zation in the chamber Sa, so that current will 
always flow from the point of zero potential to 
electrode 5, in this example. If the gaseous flling is argon, and VP equals 
substantially 300,000 in chamber Sa, aspreviousy 
stated, the norma stray-lonization current is 
about 2.101 ampere, namely, about 0.2 micro 
microampere. In such case, if the potential dif 
ference between electrode 5 and screen 4 is 800 
volts, the potential of electrode 5is changed from 
zero potential by 8.10º volts, namely, 0.008 volt, 
because substantially the entire voltage drop of 
the stray ionization current is through the gas 
between electrode 5 and screen 4. Since the screen 4 is substantially of the same size as wall, 
there Will be little difference between the time 
constant of the circuit of the capacitance 5-4, 
and the circuit of the capacitance 5-f, since the 
resistor 9 is commonto the circuits of S-4 and 
5-. By providing the screen 4 with a higher nega 
tive potential than wall I, we suppress or mini 
mize the effect of alpha rays Which are emitted 
by Wall . There is no discharge between Wall and screen 
4, because the compressed gas can easily With 
stand a voltage difference of 200 volts. 

Even if the surface of the ground is irregular, 
orif the altitude of the aircraft is varied within 
reasonable limits, the presence of a commercial 
ly Workable uranium deposit will produce a sub 
stantial and easy detectable increase of at least 
20% in the current which is delivered by the 
amplifer. 
The invention is not limited to the details 

stated herein. By diminishing the CR factor, ve 
can use an aircraft which operates at higher 
speed. The axis of the chamber Aisheld hori 
zontal. The invention applies to the detection ofura 
nium ore deposits which are at or close to the sur 
face of the ground, so that the gamma rays can 
enterthe atmosphere. 
Our invention is useful for detecting any source 

of gamma rays, such as a plant which has large 
quantities of radium compounds, uranium com 
pounds, etc. 

The correlation of the various factors is one of 
the features of our invention. The CR factor 
must be in proportion to the speed of the aircraft. 
The time factor, CR, must be regulated so that 
a perceptible pulse of ionization current is se 
cured during the scanning period. Instead of 
making a photographic record of the explored 
territory, maps and other means can be used for 
determining the region of the deposits. The cur 
rent of the amplifier can be designated by a suit 
able continuous graph, on a conventional record 
ing device. By plotting the course of the air 
craft With reference to a map, and thus record 
ing the direction of movement of the aircraft and 
its speed, it is possible to ascertain the position 
of the aircraft during each instant of time. The 
altitude of the aircraft should also be continu 
ously determined and recorded. 
Upon comparing this with the ionization cur 

rent graph, which is also plotted with reference 
to time, the desired data can be determined. 
The screen 4 may have a frusto-conical exten 

sion 4a, which is made of insulating material, and 
whichis camped between base 2 and plug S. Any 
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other means may be used for supporting screen 4 
in fixed spaced relation from Wall , and insulated 
from Wall . 
The undesired radiations, such as cosmic rays, 

internal alpha rays, gamma radiations from the 
ground which are found even in the absence of 
any substantial mass of radio-active materia, 
etc., are conveniently designated as stray radia 
tions. Electric charge is withdrawn from the 
electrode 5 at a sufficientrate, either wholly to 
compensate for such stray radiations, or suffi 
ciently to compensate for such stray radiations, 
to detect a voltage change on electrode 5 Which 
corresponds to a predetermined intensity of 
gamma ray radiation. 
The gaseous falling of the chamber is prefer 

ably free from Water vapor. 
We have described a preferred embodiment of 

our invention, but it is clear that numerous 
changes and omissions and additions canbe made 
without departing from its scope. 
V?e cam: 1. A method of detecting the presence of a 

mass of radio-active material which emits gamma 
5rays and which is located sufficientlyclose to the 

surface of the earth to emit Said gamma rayS 
upwardly into the atmosphere, which consists in 
moving an aircraft over the region to be explored, 
said aircraft being thus moved at an altitude 
Within the upward range of Saidi gamma rays, 
supporting a detectingionization chamber on said 
aircraft to receive said gamma rays within said 
ionization chamber, maintaining a gaseous filling 
in said detecting ionization chamber in excess of 
normal atmospheric pressure, maintaining a dif 
ference of potential between the wall of Said de 
tecting ionization chamber and an internal elec 
trode thereof to extract the ions which result 
from saidi gamma ravionization so that saidions 
are extracted at said Wall and at said internal 
electrode to produce a flow of detecting ionization 
current between said Wall and said internal elec 
trode in a predetermined circuit relative to said 
internal electrode, substantiallv shielding said 
detecting ionization chamber from alpha rays, 
determining the stray ionization in said detecting 
ionization chamber which results from cosmic 
rays and other stray rays by determining the 
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respective stray ionization current in said detect 
ingionization chamber which corresponds to the 
stray ionization which is produced by said stray 
rays, observing the increase in the flow of said 
detecting ionization current which is produced 
by the gamma ray radiation which is to be de 
tected, said aircraft being moved at a speedwhich 
is sufficiently low in proportion to CR to produce 
said increase in said flow of current during a 
period which can be readily observed, C being 
the capacity between said wall of said detecting 
ionization chamber and said electrode. R. being 
the resistance of the circuit in which said detect 
ing ionization current flows. 

2. An ionization device for detecting gamma 
rays, said device comprising an enclosed cham 
ber which has a metal wall Which is permeable 
to gamma rays and which emits alpha rays, 
said metal Wall having an Opening Which is 
closed by a plug which is made of insulating 
material, said chamber having an ionizable 
gaseous filling, a perforate metal screen which 
is permeable to gamma rays, sad screen being 
located in said chamber and being spaced from 

º and being insulated from said metal wall, said 
screen substantially enclosing a part of the in 

75 ner space of said chamberto provide an inner 
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ionization chamber, means mantaining said 
meta Wall and Said metal Screen at a difference 
of potential which is sufficient to produce an 
ionization current through said gaseous filling 
between said metal wall and said metal screen 
by extracting ions which are produced by Said 
alpha rays in said gaseous filling in the space 
between said wall and Said Screen, said gaSeous 
filling being undier sufficient pressure to limit 
saidionization current between said wall and said 
Screen to the ionization current which is pro 
duced by the extraction of said ions, an elec 

- trode extending outWardly of Said enclosed 
chamber and Said ionization chamber through 
said plug, saidi electrode being connected 
through a resistor to a point Whose potential 
is different from the potential of Said Screen, 
the CR, factor of said ionization device being at 
least substantally one second, C being the ca 
pacity between saidi wall and said screen, R being 
the resistance of Said resistor. 

3. A device according to claim. 2, in Which 
said screen is negative relative to Said Wall and 
Said electrode. 

4. A device according to claim 2, in which 
said metal wall is maintained at a negative po 
tential, said screen is maintained at a greater 
negative potential than said Wall, and said elec 
trode is connected through Said resistor to a 
point of zero potential. 

8 
5. A device according to claim 2, in which 

Said screen has an extension which is made of 
insulating material and which is fixed between 
Said plug and said metal wall, a metal shield 

5 being located in saidi plug between said electrode 
and said extension, said shield being connected, 
to said electrode through Said resistor. 
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